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Body 

Paragraphs 

 

The introduction begins with a general overview of the topic and 

ends with specific subtopics that will be discussed in more detail in 

each body paragraph. 

The conclusion begins by rephrasing the thesis statement and 

summarizing the specific subtopics discussed. It highlights the main 

points and ends with a general overview of the topic. This could be a 

question, insight (leaving readers with something to think about), a 

call to action, or a solution (leaving readers with a suggestion of 

something they can do about what they just read). 

Use the introductory paragraph as a guide when writing the 

conclusion. This will bring the essay full circle.  

Beginning the conclusion with a conclusion transition word or 

phrase will indicate to the reader that you are wrapping up the 

discussion.  

You might begin the introduction with, “There are three 
subjects I look forward to the most.” You might then begin the 
conclusion by flipping it around and stating, “English, Art, and 
History are the three subjects I look forward to the most.” 

Keep in mind that the conclusion is not the place to introduce 
new information or make more points! If something is really 
important, dedicate a body paragraph to it. Otherwise, do not 
include it in the conclusion. 
 

Introduction 

Conclusion 
Some transition word and phrase options: 

as can be seen • generally speaking •   in the final analysis • all things considered • as shown 

above • in the long run • given these points • as has been noted • in a word • for the most 

part • after all • in fact • in summary • in conclusion • in short • in brief • in essence • to 

summarize • altogether • overall • ordinarily • usually • by and large • to sum up • on the 

whole • in any event • in either case • all in all • obviously • ultimately • definitely 

 These are general guidelines. Always refer to the assignment instructions and follow 

those requirements. 
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